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LATER WORK IN RELATION 1'0 CONSERVATISM

Wittgenstein 's Later Work in relation
to Conservatism *

J.

C. Nyiri

The well-kno"vn fact that in Wittgenstein's later philosophy
there is a tendency to emphasize the genetic, or hiscorical, aspect
of individual mental occurrences, and to regard these as
manifestations of social customs and institutions, would not, in
itself, justify tbc attempt to establish a relationship between this
philosoph y, anel ce rtai n currents of conservatism. Yet the
speciflC tone ofWittgenstein's analyses, the content of many of
bis remarks and reflections, anel the historical circumstances in
which this philosophy came into being defmitely invite an in
terpretation in the light of which there indeed emerge family
resemblances between Wittgenstein on the one hand and some
important representatives of conservatism on the other. Conser
varive ideas do not, of course, form a unified anel coherent
whole; an interpretation along the lines here indicated will
present only rough outhnes, not a sharp picture - especially
" Thc pre.sent paper is an attempt (Q elaborate historically some theses
which were put forward in my paper "Wittgenstein's NewTraditionalism"
in Essays Oll WirrgeIlste!" in HOl/our 01 G. H. lJOIl Wrighl (Acta Philosophica
Fl'Illlica, 28, nos. 1-2, pp. 501-512), and in my paper read at the 2nd Inter
national Wittgenstein Symposium, 1977, Kirchberg am Wechsel (see
WittgellSlcill am! His Impact Oll COIlt<'mporary ThouglH. Hölder-Pichler
Tempsky, Vienna, 1978, pp. 36-41). I am greatly indebted to Professor
G. H. von Wright for hi~ constant help and encouragement, to Dr Lars
Hertzberg (Helsinki) for sympathetic criricism and to Dr Barry Smith
(Mancbester) for valmble bibliographical references.
Purrhcr n,ores 011 this paper will be found on pp. 64-8.
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since Wittgenstein 's position in respect to the body ofconserva
tive literature cannot be satisfactorily dctcrmined in the absence
of a thorough analysis ofhis unpublished manuscripts. I Still, the
interpretation here presented, cven if merely an approximation,
seems to me to constitute a necessary step towards a more
complere pieture of Wittgenstcin's philosophy. Wittgenstein's
later philosophy emerged at a time when conservatism - in tbe
form of neo-conservatism - was one of the dominant spiritual
currents in Germany and Austria; and Wittgenstein received
decisive impulses both from authors who deeply influenced this
current and trom representatives of the I1ew conservatism itself.
Moreover, Wittgenstein dealt with problems which were fun
damental problems also of contemporary neo-conservatism 
albeit in a manner which was, of course, far deeper and more
rigorous than that of the leading neO-COI1scrvati ves of bis day 
and he sllcceeded further in solving these problems, in so far as
they were rheoretically solvable at all. Any presentation of
Wittgenstein's later work that does not allow for these
historical and systematic parallels must remain essentially in
complete.
In presenting the latel' W ittgenstein as belonging to a COll
stellation of conservative thinkers, I shall partly recall influcnces
that are weH known bur are generally neither sufficiently
recognized nor properly interpreted; pardy refer to influences
aod parallels which have hitherto apparently gone unnoticed;
and partly point to certain parallel wbich are, presumably, in
dependent of any direct inAlience - but which precisely for this
reason have, perhaps, an even greater signifJcance. Let me first,
however, draw attention to certain problems pertaining to the
concept amI to the history of conservatism.
The term 'conservative' is used in at least three types of
context. People ~peak of a conservative attitude or mentatity, of
conservative theory, and of conscrvativc politics. COl1servative
attitude, theOl-y, and politics are ofcourse by no means indepen
dent of each other. Conservative theory comes into being, in
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certain social and historical circumstances, as an abstract self
perception ofconservative mentality, prescllting the latter as thc
only acceptable or indeed normal one. Conservative theory can
take the form of anthropology, social theory, or the theory of
history; in its content it can cmhody very different tendencies,
depcnding on what remains -- if anything at a11 - that is
regarded as worth conserving, or even re-estahlishing. Conser
vativc politics, fmally, are upheld by conservative mentality,
and directed hy conservative theory - though this latter
relationship is already a rather difficult one, since conservative
mentality and thus also conscrvative politics have a distastc far
any theory. A conservative policical creed as such does not exist,
and conservative politics change with the times; many of
today's conservative aims correspond to liberal ideas of yester
day.
Let us consider more closely thc essence of conservative men
tality, the source of everything conservative. As recently [or
mulated by Gerd-Klaus Kaltenbrunner, the man ofconservative
character is
devoted to thc familiar and mistrustful of alt novelties; he holds
on to that which obtains, to that whlch has been tried and tested;
he has a decisive preference fO[ the experiences oflife as opposed
to the constructions of the imdlect, and affirms instinctively the
durable, the eomtam, the traditional; he is sceptica] of every
radicalisrn. of utopias, and of promises in regard to the future; he
always begins with that whieh is conerete. and would rather un
derestimate than overestirnate his fellow men .... '1
According to Michael Oakeshott, the wcll-known English con
scrvative theorist, to be conservative means to have "a propen
sity to use and to enjoy what is available rather than to wish for
or to look for something else; to delight in what is prcsent rather
than what was or what may be". To be conservative means to
be "equaLto one's own fortune, to live at the level of oue's own
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means, to be content with the want of greatcr perfeetion which
belangs alike to Olleself and one's circumstances" ,3 Yet
Oakeshatt also observes that in an "arid", unpleasant warld, "if
the present is remarkably unsettled", the conservative attitude
will transform itself inro "a search for a firmer foothold" ,
becüming "a recourse to and an exploration of the past",'1 This
is the birth of conservatism as a theory out ofconservatism as an
attitude. As Karl Mannheim formulated it:
Thc simple habit ofliving more or lcss unconsciously, as though
the old ways oflife were still appropriate, gradually givcs way to
a de1iberate e/fort CO maintain thern under the new condiüons,
and they are raised to the level of conscious reflcction, of
deliberate "recollection". Conservative thought thus saves itself,
so to speak, by raising to thc level of reflection and conscious
manipulation those forms of experience which can no langer be
had in aD authentic way.'
This very transformation of forms of cxperience into theory
oeemS with the emergence of the conservative reaction against
the Frendl Revolution and Freneh rationalism; but also with the
emergence of AllStrian and German neÜ-COl1servatism during
and after Warld War l. It is a charactcristic trair ofconservative
theor)' that it only cmerges in a batde against ether theories,
tbeories whieb typica11y preach the power of theory, the power
o( the mind. Conservative theory, preferring the given and the
concrete, is always hostilc towards any theory as such. Conser
vatism, as Armin Mühler writes, "congeals into a theory only
when a point is reached where it must defend itself against same
opposing theory".6 The most radical expression of the conser
vative hostility against theory is the distaste for aB abstract con
cepts: the conservarive preference for silence. Mühler writes of
the "peeuliar dumbness with whieh everything conservative is
stamped".7 Tbis silence seems to become ever more compelling
as the distance grows between contemporary realit)' and the
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order of thc past - the order that is co be re-established. But, at
the same time, the need to possess a guiding theary becomes
ever more compelling. Thc so-ealled old conservatism of the
nineteenth-century spake simpIy of an historically developed or
indeed divine order which was to be preserved or re-erected.
But the German and Austrian neo-conservatives of the twencies
and early thirties were no longer acquainted with any traditions
ebat would havc been würth preserving; they wanted cbange,
wieholtt however knowing - or being able to know - in what
direction this change should occur. As K. von Klemperer puts
it, "the new conservatism was clearly heading into a dilemma
between conserving and destroying, beeween a positive attitude
toward our civilization and nihilism".8 Thc old conservatism
had, philosopbically spcaking, an ontology as its basis; neo
conservatism, however, is a conservatism from which history
has taken away the possibility of an ontology.
There can be no doubt that both in his youth and in his later
years conservative atticudes were strongly characteristic of
Wiccgenstein. It was not by chance that, in his student days, he
so very mueh disliked the lack of reverenee displayed by his
friends at Cambridge. 9 Paul Enge1mann speaks of his "loyaley
towards alliegitimate authority, whether religious or social",
an attitude "towards all genuine authority Iwhieh J was so much
second nature with hirn that revolutionary convictions of
whatever kind appeared to hirn throl1ghout his life simply as
'immoral' ".10 The yotlng Wittgenstein, writes Enge1mann,
"suffered aClltcly under the discrepancy between the world as it
is and as it otlght to be aecording to his light, but ... tended also
to seek the souree of that discrepancy within, rather than
outside, hirnself" . And, he goes on, "the person who con
sistendy believes that the reason for thc diserepancy lies in
hirnself alone must rcject the belief that changes in the external
facts may be necessary and called for", 11 Wittgenstein's conser
vative attitude is strikingly expressed in his dislike for any
language fhat has not "grown organically"; 12 or in his often
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voiced disparaging judgement of modern art, especially
architecture. 13
It seems to me that already in the Tractatus this attitude had
become crystallized into a kind of conservative th(:01'y. Yet the
conservatism ofWittgenstcin's Iater philosophy is more dircct,
more pronounced. Its emergence was fostered, first and
foremost, by his experiences of the post-war period 
experiences of a world-order that had vanished and of deepest
homelessness. What Franz Theodor Csokor said of Musil,
namely that by thc year 19 18 he had actually lost his homeland
and that he had thereafter sought to re-erect it in his work,14
applies equally to Wingenstein. And although it was only after
1930 that Wittgenstein's later philosophy came into being,
already in the twenties some of its fundamental features had
~merged. A conservative author who at this time obviously had
a profound influenee on Wittgenstein was the Russian writer
F. M. Dostoevsky.
Wittgenstein's admiration for Dostoevsky is weIl known.
One fmds important references to it in the writings ofRllssell, 15
Engelmann, 16 von Wright,17 Norman Malcolm,18 and also in
Fania Pascal's reeollections. 19 M. O'e. Drury quotes
Wittgenstein as saying that when he was a village schoolmaster
in Lower Austria dl1ring the fmt halfof the twenties, he read the
Brothers KaramazolJ aver and over again, even reading it out
loud to the village priest. 20 Some of the references emphasize
that Wittgenstein was particularly fascinated by the flgure of
the Eider Zossima. The orthodox institution of the Elders is, ac
cording to Dostoevsky's description, a most strictly
authoritarian one. When you selen an Elder, a religious
spiritual gllide for yourself, "you renounce your own will and
yie1d it to hirn in complete submission, eamplete self
abnegation.... This terrible school of abnegation is under
taken . . . in order, after a life of obedience, to attain perfcct
freec.om" - to esc;o.pe the hurden of spiritual unrescraint. 21
The idca that true freedom - even that of the spirit - cannot
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but consist in a kind of restraint, is of course onc of the basic
ideas of conservatism. It inAuences Wittgcnstein's later
philosoph)' in man)' ways, bot can already b)' disccrncd in the
(originally unprinted) introduceion to the booklet W{irterbuch
far Volksschulen, published in 1926. The aim of this dictionary
was "ta enablc students to inforrn themselves about the spelling
of a word" - far onl y a dictionar y, as W ittgenstein stressed,
"makes it possible to hold the student completely responsible
for the spelling of what he has written": onl)' througb ftxed
wies can the "orthographie conseience" be awakenedP That
one must "recogoize certain authorities in order to make
judgements at all", or that ooe cannot even err - that is, tha tone
loses altogethcr thc capacity for rational thought - if one does
not judge in conformityn with some group or other: such views,
worked out in detail in his later philosophy, wcre obviously
already characteristic of the Wittgcnstein oE the twenties.
It would bc intercsting to know whicb edition of the Brothers
Karamazov Wittgenstein possessed in the twenties. I assume that
it was the edition published by Piper Verlag, in the series
Dostoevsky's Sämtliche Werke. These were edited by Moeller
van den Bruck, a leading German neo-conservative thinker,
and co-edited by Omitri Mereschkowski, who wrote the in
troduction to the Brothers Karamazov. The principal concern of
Oostoevsky (and ofTolstoy), whieh is identieal with "the prin
eipal concern of the whole of Christianity", is, Mereschkowski
here suggests, a eoncern with the "end of the world". "} fed the
danger threatening me", remarks Meresehko wski, "of making
ridieulolls that which is most holy, since for the ehildren ofthis
century, the men of constant mediocrity, of endless 'progress',
and 'development' in the world, there is nothing more
ridiculous, more stupid, more improbable, more offensive" 
{han the thought of the end of the world. 24 Ta Wittgenstein,
hawevcr, this thought did not seem at all ridiculous; 25 and his
distaste for modes of thinking "characterized by the word
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'progress' "26 is later unequivocally expressed in drafts for a
forcword to a book he planncd in 1930.27
Thc neo-conservative Oostoevsky interpretation certainly
also played a role in connection with Wittgenstein's well
known yearning for Russia. 28 "What we nccd in Germany is
Russia's unqualifted spirituality. We need this as a
counterweight against a West to whose inAuences wc luve been
exposed as Russia was exposed, a West that has brought us to
this state in which we now [md ourselves." Thus run the
opening sentenccs of Mocller van den Bruck's introduction to
Oostoevsky's Crime and Punishment in the edition of 1922. Thc
idea that German conservatism, in its transvaluation of a11
Western valucs, cannot but turn to the spiritual reserves of
Russianism is an idea which constantly recurs in Moeller's
writings;29 he hirnself made a journey to Russia in 1912. And
chis same contrast between Russia and the degenerate Western
civilization is of course a subject which we repeatedly en
counter in the writings of Spengler. Spengler was probably the
most influcntial neo-conservative thinker ofthe post-war years,
and that he had an essential influenee on Wittgenstein during
the very time W ittgenstein 's la ter philosophy actuall)' emerged
- that is, in 1931 - must now, with the publication of Culture and
Va/ue, be plainly apparent.
One well-known passage in whieh Wittgenstein mentions
Spengler, is contained in his "Remarks on Frazcr's The
Golden Bough" , written in I93I .80 But there is another German
conservative author who is referred to in the manuscripts from
which these "Remarks" were se1ected: the playwright and
essayist Paul Ernst. "Should my book ever be published", wrote
Wittgenstein, "its foreward must contain an acknowledgement
to the Foreword of Paul Ernst to his edition of Grimms' Fairy
Tales, which Foreword I should have acknowledged already in
the Log. Phi!. Abhandlung, as the SOUTee of thc expression
'misunderstanding the logie of language'." 81 And in the so
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called Big Typescript (dictatcd probably in 1933) wefind, func
tioning as a sub-tide to some passagcs on Frazcr, the sentence:
"Mythology in the forms of our language ((Paul Ernst))." The
"Foreword" ofErnst, to which Wittgenstein refers, is actually a
postscript in the third volume ofErnst's edition ofthe Grimmsehe
Kinder- und Hausmärchen,32 where Ernst writes of magical
mythological conceptions arising "[rom tbe interpretation of a
misunderstood tendency of language" and of "changes in
language" accompanied hy changes in the "logic of
language"33 - formulae that must have been important not only
to the author ofthc Tractatus,31 but indeed to the later Wittgen
stein as weil. It is possible also that some other formulations
which Ernst here applies had an eflect on Wittgenstein, perhaps
especially on the methodology underlying his comments on
Frazer. 35 And the last pages of the postscript contain remarks on
Tolsto)' and Dostoevsky with which Wittgenstein must cer
tainl)' have agreed, for example with the remark that Tolstoy's
"newly invcnted legends" - obviously, the Folk Tales - belong
"ta the most beautiful works of tbe human spirit", and might
"live for thousands of years, not just as themes, but in the very
form which Tolstoy gave them".36
Whether Wittgenstcin ever read anything by Paul Ernst
other than this postscript cannot be decided on tbe basis of the
material available to me.'!» But I consider it appropriate and
necessary to refer here in some detail to the theoretical position
which was maintained by Ernst in the late twenties, especially
since this position - and Ernst's work generally - was certainly
not without influence in contemporary Germany. I selen his
essay "What Now?", published in 1926/27.38 This work, which
begins, incidentally, with what is an obviously not wholly
justifled attack on Spengler,39 deals with the foundations and
functions of poetry under "organic" and "unorganic" forms of
life. "As a result of the faint awareness", writes Ernst, "th at in
the disintegration of today" it is almost the peasant alone who
"still possesses an organic mode of life, there arises, as is always
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the case in tirnes of dissol ution, a peasant poetry. This does not,
however, emanate [rom the peasantry, but from mem bers of the
other orders. "40 Ernst then argues that, like that of the peasant,
"so also is the form oflife of the master an organic one, a form
which imbues the whole man".'11 And "only when the life oE
tbe master becomes questionable as other forms of life have
come to appear possible ... does there arise a master-poetry" .4 Z
Thc "unorganic forms of life" Ernst brings together under the
term "bourgeois".
All those forms oflifc are bourgeois which imbue not che whole
man but merd)' ~ome pare of him, and ic is within chose forms
that terms such as profession and status, work and personality,
have acquired their concemporarl' mcaning. Here thc life of the
individual is no longer secded in a natural wa y, it is no longer
simply determined bl' fixed cOl1sitions, like the lUe of the becs; ie
must be formed anew at cvery occasion, and evcryone muse
search for [his form hi mself. 43

Ernst believes that the present is characterized throughout by
the bourgeois form of life. "It is very clcar where man todal'
stands sociall y. Th rough the ci vi lization of the last three
hundred years an unorganic condition has been created, such as
the world has hitherto never seen."44 Men have now been
"freed of every form-crcating constraint, and have beeil left
completely on thcir own. And it is clear that nothing can come
of this except senseless barbarism. - Thus because man needs
form and constraint he has come to feel profoundly unhappy,
and the yearning which had already arisen amongst the old
bourgeois as a result of the schism between culture and reality
bas acguired a vastly greater power."15 And "when men live
almost completely unorganically, when society has been almost
completely dissolved ... then God can no longer manifesc
himse1f in society as, in good times, he manifests hirnself in the
state, in the church, in discipline and in customs. He manifests
himself instead in the individual.' '46
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The emergence ofWittgenstein's later philosophy is usually,
and in a trivial sense correctly, attributed to his return to Cam
bridge in January 1929. But on thc one hand two full years
elapsed before Wittgenstein in Cambridge found the subjects
and the style which were to become characteristic of his later
period. On the other hand, the fact that it was in 1929 wbcn he
once more took up philosophy is something which itself stands
in need of elucidation. Obviously, if one considers his external
circumstanees only, the same could just as weIl have taken place
as early as in 1925, when Wittgenstein rcturned to England for
the first time after the war. It appears that Wittgenstein's return
to philosophy and the emcrgence ofhis later mode of thinking,
must be regarded in a broadcr historical context, the context of
the heyday and collapse of Austrian and German neo
conservatism between 1927 and J933. The economic and
political causes of the relevant developments - the economic
crisis, beginning in 1929 and culminating in 1931,'\7 and thc
political defeat of thc German neo-conservatives with Hitler's
rise co power - can only be mentioned her. But I would like to
describe in some detail the neo-conservative spiritual milieu of
the time. It seems to be natural to begin this description with a
reference to the [amous speech given by the Austrian poet Hugo
von Hofmannsthai on 10 January 1927, before the Mudems of
the University of Munieh. He spoke of a process which has
advanced in "our guesting German mind" - thc mind of a
people which "for centuries has been no longer raoted in its
culture" _. a process guided by the knowledge that "life
becomes livable only through a system of genuine obligations."
This process arose as "an internal opposing force coumer to that
spirintal llpheaval of the sixteenth century which, in its two
aspecrs, we tend to call renaissance and reformation. The
process of which I speak is", said Hofmannsthai , "nothing other
than a conservative revolution of a magnitude which is hitherto
unprecedented in the history ofEurope. "48
In tbc s~mc year that Hofmannsthai delivered his Munich
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speech the 1awyer Theodor Böuiger, member oE the
conservative Berlin Herrenklub, published his book, Variatiuns 011
a Conserliative Theme. "Thc conservative", wrote Böuiger,
"maintains tbe thesis that the sum of all human happiness on
earth will remain always the same, whilst the bcliever in
progress maintains that a heightening ofall valucs is possible and
lies within the power of mankind. " But, he argued, no value is
raised up without the sinking of another. "The most
illuminating thollght creates, somewhere, a new obscurity,
every remedy creates some new illness, every new happiness
same new craving. That there is progress in speciflC cases is im
possible to deny, bltt seen as a whole, from high above, this is
counteraetcd by a step backwards at same other point. "49
Rohert Musil expressed a siInilar attitude in his novel published
towards the end of 1930, when he wrote that all "progress
means a gain in each particular case, bm also a severance from
the wholeness of things; and this means an increase in power,
wbich leads to a progressive increase in powerlessness ... " ..~O
In Spenglcr's Der Mensch und die Technik, published in 1931, the
concept of progress was simply disposed of as the "great word
of the last een tury" .51
In March 1931 the prominent publicist Adolf Grabowsky,
1atel' a professor at Basel, published his paper "Conservatism",
il?- w hich he spoke of an "unintellectual closeness to life" as
being characteristic of the conservative attitude. He described
this attitude as a natural trair of uncorrupted eommon sense,
remarking, however, that the man of today is typically not con
servative. One could indeed go so far as to say, wrotc
Grabowsky, "that they who do think as conservatives constitute
a secret order, so seeret, that they themse1ves have normally no
idea of their association. However, just as soon as only three
profound words have been exchanged, there is established a
relationship, both mental and spiritual, within which it is un
necessary to waste words.... And thus perhaps far this reason a
conservative is silem much more often than are the adherents of
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other views." A "silem reverenee for the impenetrable"
eharaeterizes tbc eonservativc attitude, "not only is this
reverenee silent, however, but so also is that whieh is im
penetrablc. and thus our silent reverenee is only a reflection of
the great silence of all that is impenetrable". The latter,
however. is nothing other than the "intcmal immobili ty" of all
existenee. Conservatism, Grabowsky wrote, "has a view of the
world that reveals from the outside an incomparable agitation,
but [rom the inside the deepest peaee.... There is 110 progress
in history , but there is, eertainly, a divinity wirhin the world."
The religious and the eonservative views of th'e world are,
believes Grabowsky, not alien to each other: they are mediated
by the eoneept of reverenee - "a eentral eoneept of eonser
vatism, the coneept whieh perhaps most c1early distinguishes it
from liberalism, demoeratism, and rationalism". The two
world-views are, however, by no means identical. Religion
(and Grabowsky is here speaking speeifJcally of catholicism)
"presuppose5 an objectively given and objeetively determinahle
order of being and framework of values. Thus for the eatholie
truth itse1f is absolute, whilst knowledge of the trllth is relative.
For the conservative, the eore i5 not any ctemal truth.... One
could perhaps say that the catholie concept of truth is replaced,
within conservatism, by a coneept still by far insufficiently dis
cussed: the eoneept of ceremoniousness. "52
In these last-guoted lines of Grabowsky the paradox of the
neo-conservative position is very c1early manifested. His insight
is that on the one hand man, by his very nature, cannot do
withour absolute standards, that he needs and ought to observe
flxed truths, but that on the other hand all absolute standards
have perished historically, are a thing of the past, and flxed
truths da not exist at all. This leads to a logieal- and emotional
- difficulty which is hardly solvable by referenees to the
(otherwise very suggestive) coneept of "eeremoniousness".
The concept of festive, ceremonious behaviour, of behaviour
directed by unalterable rules which could, at the same time,
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have been quite different, plays of course a central role in, for
example, Wittgenstein's comments on Frazer. Bur in order to
bring the 10gical-anthropologieaI problems surrounding this
concept nearer to a solution deeper conceptual analyses were
needed. And it is precisely such analyses which, in my opinion,
Wittgenstein evemually provided. He saved, as it were, the
neo-conservative position from a theoretical catastrophe at a
time when, in Germany, it could no longer be saved from a
political catastrophe.
Late in 1930 Wittgenstcin prepared a draft for a foreword to
the book he was planning to write at the time. This draft is
something which belongs very c1early to the historieal context
refcrred to above and I wish to quote the relevant lines at same
length.
This book is written for those who are in sympathy wirh the spirit
in which it is written. 1'his is not, I believe, the spirit of the main
current of European and American civilization. The spirit of this
civilization makes itself manifest in the indllstry, architecture and
music of our time, in its faseism and socialism, and it is alien and
lIneongenial to the author. This is not a valuc judgement. It 15 not,
it is true, as though he aceepted what nowadays passes for
architecture as arehitecture or did not approach what i5 called
modern musie with the greatest suspieion (though without un
derstanding its language), but still, the disappearance of the arts
does not justify judging disparagingly the human beings who
make up this civi\ization. For in times likc these, genuine strong
charaeters simply leave the arts asicle and to turn to other things
and somehow the worth of the individual man fmds expression.
Not, to be sure, in the way it would at a time ofhigh culturc. A
wlture is like a big organization which assigns eaeh of its
members a place where he can work in the spirit of the whole;
and it is perfcctly fair for his power to be measured by the con
tribution he slIcceeds in making to the whole enterprise. In an age
without culture on the other hand forees become fragmented and
the power of an individual man is used up in overeomlllg
opposing forees and frietional resistances. 53
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These lines ought clcarly to be viewed less as the foreword to
Wittgenstein's Philosophiml Remarks, as drafted in 192sr-30,
than as a prologue to the life-long analytical work which
he began precisely at this point. The concept which perhaps
occupies the most central place in the relevant analyscs is
that of following a ruie. Now the idca that human behaviour,
human speech, and human thought are not, as it were, free
floating but are, on the contrary, constrained by ruIes, is in itself
by no means necessarily a eonservative idea, For mIes have to be
applied, and since they can neither determine their own applica
tion, nor be endlessly supported by ruIes of application, the
phenomenon of rule-following seems to point direcdy to an un
derlying region of arbitrariness, of irregularity, to a level at
which "everything could bc justifled" ,54 since whatever one
does "can ... be brought into accord with the rule",55 "can be
interpreted as a conseguence".56 But Wittgenstein's
philosophieal achievement was that hc supplanted the concep
tual frarnework within which this so to speak anarcmstie eon
clusion ean oceur, by elaborating another, essentially different
one. The basic concepts of the new framework are: training and
behaviour, use, custom, institution, practicc. technique, agree
ment. The following of a rule is a custom, an institution,
embedded in the agreements, in the correspondenees of
bchaviour within soeiety. The guestion concerning the inter
pretation of any rule ean be raised- though it need not be - and
it should be answered by referring to agreements in behaviour.
Rule-following is, in the last analysis, blind: it cannot be
explained or justi6ed. And Wittgenstcin again and again
emphasizcs that thc agreements whiel. consticute a necessary
precondition of all order, alliogic and communication through
language, .lnd therefore also indeed of thinking in general, are
"not an agreement of beliefs" ,5) but agreements, regularities in
the foundations of judgement,58 in the "eommon behaviour of
mankind".59 Thus although any given form of life, mode of
thought ;md behaviour, can be superseded by or have superim-
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posed upon itse1f other forms of life, it cannot actually be
criticized. All criticism presupposes a form of life, a language,
that is, a tradition of agreements; every judgement is necessarily
embedded in traditions. That is why traditions cannot be
judged. "üne can only describe here" Wittgenstein wrote in
1931 "and say: tms is what human life is like."60
Thus thc familiar passages in which Wittgenstein refers. for
example, to "the sickness of a time" which cannot be cured by
purposeful action,61 or to an "order "62 that is introduced
without having been intended - are not chance remarks
embedded within contexts which actually deal with other,
quite different problems; they are, rather , exegetic guideposts.
All the time Wittgenstein strives to show that the given form of
life is the ultimate givenness, tbat the given form of life cannot
be consciously transcended. Wittgenstein is of course perfectly
aware of the fact that there are different forms of life, different
ultimate givennesses. And that these different forms of Me an
have thc same value, that human nature can manifest itself
equally in various forms of life. But there is a human nature,
since it is an unalterable anthropological fact - a fact.that is,
indeed, a prccondition for the existence of logic - that any
human bcing must, in order to be a human being, bc constrained
by some form of life, by some network of tradition.
Wittgenstein's solution to the neo-conservative paradox was
his insight that the possibility ofather orders does not in the least
wcaken the inexorable binding force of our own, although
autanomous changes in the latter might of course very weIl
occur. This can very dearly be illustrated by those analyses
which one eould perhaps call Wittgenstein's sketch ofatheory of
mental illness. These analyses deal mostly with questions per
taining to thc following of mathematical ruIes. Supposing. for
example, that someone does not follow the usual rules ofcoun
ting. Tbe question we must fIrSt decide is whether what we have
here is just plain error, or a case of mental disorder. And
Wittgenstein 's introductory answer of course is that there is no
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sharp line between an abnormal condition and the normal
one. 63 Yet if the crrors become very frequent, the boundary
must c1eady be regarded as having been overstepped. Now in
such cases, where the necessary conformity does not obtain, we
can distinguish again two possibilities: the deviations involved
are either systematic, or random. Here, wo, there is no sharp
distinction,64 but clear cases can certainly be discerned. And if
someone constantly commits random mistakes, if rules have lost
all signiflcance for hirn, then, indeed, he hirnself must be
regarded as mentally lost, as crazy. 65 Let us suppose, however,
that the deviations from the rule have a systematic nature, that
is, ehat someone's reactions are systematically different. [n this
case the terms 'mental disorder', 'insanity', 'madness', 'feeble
mi ndedness', are actuall y mi sleading, because we have an order
here, even if it is an order different from our own. And it is im
portant that the picture of a different order is always combincd
by Wittgenstein with thc picture of a different society, that he
eherefore regards as truly sick only those modes of behaviour
which would not count as normal in any society. "One imagines
the feeble-minded", writes W icegenstein in ehe mid-forties,
"under the aspect of the degenerate, the essentially incomplete,
as it were in eatters. And so under that of disorder instead of a
more primitive order (which would be a far more fruitful way of
looking ae thern). - We just don't see a society of such peoplr
- Wh at would a society consisting solely of deaf men be like?
Or a society of the 'feeble-minded'? An important question! What
would, thae is, a society be like that never played many of OUT
customary language-games?"66 If in OUT culcure, Wittgenstein
remarks in 1936, «a child does not perform the transition '20'
'2 I' upon the suggestive gesmre of the teacher, people will treat
it as feeble-minded". 67 But one can very weIl imagine a tribe in
the life of which a certain number, say 20, plays a peculiar role,
namely that of"an insurmountable upper limit" ,68 and here the
above-mentioned child would of course count as normal. The
decisive point however is that, all these considerations
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notwithstanding, we cannot entertain a liberal attitude as
regards irregularities in our own society. For it is through com
pelling uniformities that the life of a society becomes ordered,
such uniformities determine the boundaries of a society, that is,
only through such uniformities does the socicty as such become
conseituted. A familiar passage in Wittgenstein's writings runs:
We should presumably not call it 'couming' if everyone said the
numbers one after the other anyhow; but ofcourse it is not simply
a question of a name. For what we call 'counting' is an important
part of our life's acnvities. . . . Counting (and that means:
counring Iike this) is a technique that is employcd daily in thc
most various operations of our Jives. And that is why we learn to
count as we do: witb endless practice, with Il1crciless cxactitude;
that is why it is inexorably insisted that we shall all say 'two' after
'one', 'thrcc' after 'two' and so on.6~
Someone counting correctly hastens. as it were, "to a common
meeting point with everybody else". 70 Our technigue of coun
ting, thc system of rules in which we move, is of course not un
alterable. But new mies would have to emerge from the old
ones organ ically , so to speak. We switch over to a different
technique "not because we tell ourselves that it will work this
way too, but becausc we feel the new technique to be identical
with the old one". 71
That Wittgenstein's conceptual analyses can in fact be
regarded as a kind of foundation of conservatism is manifested
in an interesting way by a parallel which I will now, in conclu
sion, briefly describe. I am referring to the amazing similarity
between certain reflections of Michael Oakeshott and those of
Wittgenstein. Whether the distinguished philosopher ofhiseory
and political scientist who taught at Cambridge between 1925
and 1940 and was active there also after 1945, in fact stood under
the temporary inAuence of Wittgenstein, whether he ever
attended Wittgenstein's lecrures er studied the notes taken at
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these, cannot be decided on thc basis of the material available to
me. I am not aware of any reference to Wittgenstcin in
Oakeshott's writings; in the lists of Wittgenstein's students
prepared by the Wittgenstein Archives in Tübingen 72
Oakeshott's name does not occur. On the other hand,
Wittgenstein's dictations "The BItle Book" and "Thc Brown
Book" were, as is weH known, widely copied and were rather
easily available, especially at Cambridge. The question of a
possib1e or actual inf1uence is, however, in the present context,
almost without interest. For the face that Wittgenstein's later
philosophy defmite1y permits of a conservaeive interpretation is
in any case sufficientl y illustrated by the parallels in guestion.
The essays of Oakeshott with which we shall be concerned
here were written towards the end of the 1940s. The main tenet
of these essays is the criticism of rationalism in general, and of
rationalism in politics in particular. Rationalism is, for
Oake5hott, the view according to which human actions,
socicty, and institutions can and ought co he planned and guided
by an authority independent of them: autonomous reason. The
rationalist, Oakeshott tells us, believes "in the open mind, the
mind free from prejudice and its relic, habit. He believes ehat ehe
unhindered human 'reason' (if only it can be brought to bear) is
an infallible guide in policical activity. Further he bdieves in
argument as the teehnique and operation of'reason'; the truth of
an opinion and the 'rational' ground (not the use) of an institu
tion is all that matters to him."73 Oakeshottf-in eontfast to the
rationalist( realizes that human' aetivity "is always aceivity with
a pattern", with a pattern which is not, however, "superim
posed", but which i5 "inherent in the aetivity itself". Elements
of this pattcrn, writes Oakeshott, "occasionally stand out with a
relatively fJrm outlinc; and we call these elements customs,
traditions, institutions, laws, ete." 14 Thc rationalist has a false
picture of the mode in which reason inf1ucnces our aceions anel,
indeed, has a false picture of reason; he has a false picture of the
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way in which one Iearns and applies the rules guiding one's
actions. Oakeshott writcs:
There will always rcmain something of a mystery about how a
tradition of political bchaviour is Icarned, and perhaps thc only
certainty is that ehere is no point at which learning it can properly
be said to begin. The politics of a community are not Icss in
dividual (and not more so) chan its language, and [hey are learned
and practised in ehe same manner. We do not begin to learn our
native language by learning the alphabet, or by learning its
grammar: we da not begin by lcarning words, but words in
usC. 75

All knowledge is, fundamentally, practical knowledge: "its
normal expression is in a customary or traditional way of doing
things, or, simply, in praceice.:' Practical knowledge can
"neither be taught nor learned, but only imparted and
acguired".'6 We caunot explain any rules to someone who docs
not already possess the ability to apply some rules; "the wles ofa
game" cannot be imparted to an empty mind. 71 Thinking anel
doing, thinking and speaking are not separate activities
speciflcally inHuencing each other: "cationality" is "a quality of
the condLlet itself", "no action is by itself 'rational', or is
'rational' on account of something that has gone on before....
'Rationality' is the certificate we give to any conduct which can
maintain a place in the flow of sympathy, the coherence of ac
tivity, which composes a way ofliving".7~To say that a man
"has adesire for something is only another way of saying that hc
is being active in a certain manner" , and when a poet, for
example, is searching for an appropriate expression, he does not
know what he wants to say until he has accually said it. "The
'corrections' he mai' make to his first aetempt are not efforts to
makc words correspond more close1y to an alrcad)' formulated
idea or to images already full)' formcd in his mind. "19
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It is hardly necessary to refer here to parallel passages in the
writings of Wittgcnstein - the reader roust certainly have
noticed likenesses both in content and in formulation. It is not
only similarities which meet tbe eye, however, but also an im
portant difference. The passages quoted from Oakesbott are the
logical starting ]Joints of his arguments, they serve as premisses to
large-scale conclusions about society and history . In the
writings ofWittgenstein, howcvcr, tbc corresponding passages
are themselves the conclusions, the results of pcnetrating,
rigorous analyses. It is, I believe, in the implications of this
difference that Wittgenstein's significance [or conservatism
consists.
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